Slipped capital femoral epiphysis and Blount disease as indicators for early metabolic surgical intervention.
Slipped capital femoral epiphysis (SCFE) and Blount disease are strongly associated with pediatric obesity, yet they have only recently been identified as indications for consideration of metabolic and bariatric surgery (MBS). To describe the relationships between pediatric obesity, MBS, SCFE, and Blount disease. Nationwide database. The national inpatient sample was used to identify patients ≤20 years old with obesity who underwent MBS from 2007 to 2016. Presence of SCFE and Blount disease was similarly extracted. The overall prevalence of SCFE and Blount disease among patients ≤20 years old is .02% for both (14,976, 11,238 patients, respectively) with no statistically significant change over the study period (P = .68, .07, respectively). The rates of SCFE and Blount disease in children with and without obesity are .46% versus .02% and .36% versus .01%, respectively (P < .001 for both). The mean age of patients with SCFE and obesity was 12 years old, while the mean age of those without obesity was 12.2 years old (P = .03). None of the children with obesity and SCFE underwent MBS. Similarly, the mean age of patients with Blount disease and obesity was 12.6 years old, while the mean age of those without obesity was 13.1 years old. Moreover, the mean age of children with Blount disease and obesity who underwent MBS was 16 years old (P < .001). Orthopedic complications remain a persistent problem in the pediatric population who suffer from obesity. Despite being diagnosed at a young age, patients with SCFE and/or Blount disease are not undergoing MBS until their later adolescent years, potentially leading to unnecessary disease progression or recurrence of disease after orthopedic interventions. Therefore, SCFE and Blount disease should be considered indications for early consideration of MBS in this pediatric population.